
Day 5: Introduction to Email Flows

12-Day Road to BFCM 
Challenge



What is an email flow?

An email flow is a series of 
automated emails all of which are
triggered by specified customer 
behavior criteria. 

There are 3 high-powered flows
that we prioritize for each of our 
clients because of their revenue 
generating power and 
importance in the customer’s 
journey.

Also, I’ve added a 4th flow as 
a bonus for today’s topic!



Customer 
Acquisition 

Post-Purchase 
FlowCart 

Abandonment

Three heavy-lifting and must-have email 
automation flows:



New Customer Acquisition Flow
Remember, your welcome flow is as good as your 

first impression.

Here’s the breakdown of the objectives of 
your New Customer Acquisition Flow: 

Psychological priming

Leave an impression

Connect and introduce your brand to 
new customers

Provide relevant content



Best Practices for New Customer Acquisition Flow

Regularly remind your subscribers about 
their special discount if they haven’t 
availed it yet

Include product recommendations to give 
them a great starting selection of your 
products they could buy

Share written and video content to engage 
them with your brand and give them more 
information on your products

Invite your new subscribers to your social 
networks



Cart Recovery Flow
Cart abandonment will 
always be a problem for any 
eCommerce store, big or 
small.



Best Practices for Cart Recovery Flow

The main objective is to remind your 
subscribers to complete their purchase

Add in a discount incentive with a time-limit 
to add a sense of urgency and reward for 
completing their purchase as soon as 
possible

Show social proof of the product they left in 
their cart

Ask for feedback why your subscriber did not 
complete their purchase, possible reasons 
would be additional fees, technical issues 
with website, or they were just browsing



Post-purchase flow
The customer journey 
doesn’t end at the checkout 
counter.



Two High-Converting Strategies 
for Post-Purchase Flow

Strategy #1: Cross-selling Strategy #2: Upselling using 
Urgency or Product Scarcity



BONUS:

The Customer 
Winback flow
Customers gone cold? Win 
them back!



Best Practices for the Customer Winback Flow

Use flow trigger: Placed order

Filter in people who has placed 
order zero times since then and 
add a delay of X days

Offer a discount to encourage a 
purchase

Use eye-catching subject line

Entice them to repeat purchase 
with an irresistible offer



See you tomorrow!



Your Q4’s Email & SMS 
marketing covered.

Custom Email Copy, Content & 
Creatives

Performance Reporting

Custom Holiday Sales Strategy

8 Custom Emails/month

4 SMS Campaigns/month

Custom Lead Capture Pop-up



Schedule a Complimentary 
Strategy Session

chronos.agency/application

OR

Email us at 
sales@chronos.agency




